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Accelerated Expansion of Laser-Ablated Materials near a Solid Surface
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A dynamic source effect that accelerates the expansion of laser-ablated material in the directi
perpendicular to the target is demonstrated. A self-similar theory shows that the maximum expansi
velocity is proportional tocsya, where1 2 a is the slope of the velocity profile andcs is the sound
speed. Numerical hydrodynamic modeling is in good agreement with the theory. A dynamic partia
ionization effect is also studied. With these effects,a is reduced and the maximum expansion velocity
is significantly increased over that found from conventional models.

PACS numbers: 79.20.Ds, 03.40.Gc, 47.45.–n, 81.15.Fg
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The behavior of material expanding into a vacuu
or ambient background is an important issue in g
dynamics [1–6]. It is of interest in materials research [7
18], fluid dynamics [2], chemical physics [4,13], plasm
sciences [4–6], detonation processes [4–6,19], cosmol
[3,4,20], and many other disciplines. It has long been
important conclusion [1–5,13] that the escape (maximu
expansion or expansion front) velocity of an originall
stationary gas has a limit, which for an ideal gas
cs

p
2ysg 2 1d for a steady expansion and2csysg 2 1d

for an unsteady expansion, wherecs is the initial sound
speed andg is the ratio of specific heats.

For laser ablation in materials research, the quality
the deposited films is critically dependent on the ran
and profile of the kinetic energy and density of the a
lated plume [7–9]. Experimental measurements cons
tently show that, at low laser fluence for which the las
energy absorbed by the plume is thought to be negligib
the expansion front is a factor of 2–3 faster than predict
from unsteady adiabatic expansion with typical vaporiz
tion temperatures [7,10–13]. The effect of a Knuds
layer [15] was studied in an attempt to explain the high
escape velocity. It gives a velocity of4uk [13], where
uk , cs is the Knudsen layer velocity, which is still too
low. The inability to explain the experimental observa
tion through gas dynamics has prompted a suggestion [
of increased vapor temperature due to violent interactio
inside the target such as “phase explosion” [17].

In this Letter we demonstrate for the first time a dy
namic source effect that accelerates the unsteady exp
sion front in the direction perpendicular to the targ
surface significantly faster than predicted from conve
tional models. The related effect of dynamic partial ion
ization that increases the expansion in all directions
also studied. These results may help explain the lon
time puzzle of high expansion front velocities observed
laser-ablation experiments without introducing more e
otic mechanisms. As in previous work [11–14], we a
interested here in a laser fluence range high enough
hydrodynamic theory to be applicable but low enough f
the absorption of the laser energy by the plume to be we
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so that we can compare with free expansion models th
do not include absorption.

In free expansion models the material that will form
the plume is initially held in a reservoir. Att  0,
when the gate of the reservoir atx  0 is opened, the
gas adiabatically expands forward and a rarefaction wav
moves with the sound speed from the gate to the back wa
at x  2d in a period of timestrd during which the back
wall pressure remains constant. Then, the wall pressu
begins to drop quickly. For the expansion remaining sel
similar st # trd, the average velocity gained per particle
involved in the expansion iscsyg. For monatomic gases
g  5

3 , the maximum velocity is3cs and the velocity and
density profiles of the expanding gas arey  3css1y4 1

xy4cstd and n  n0s3y4 2 xy4cstd3, respectively [1–
5,13], wherecs  sgkBTyymd1y2, kB is the Boltzmann
constant,Ty is the vapor temperature,m is the mass of
the plume atoms, andn0 is the initial gas density.

In our approach, chosen to correspond more accurate
to the true physical situation, the material with the sam
temperature is inserted as a source dynamically introduc
into the system atx  0 after t  0. For the plume
pressureP below its thermodynamic critical pressure and
with low plume viscosity, we may assume that the plum
behaves as an ideal gas such thatP  ns1 1 hdkBT ,
wheren sT d is the density (temperature) of the plume, and
h is the ionization fraction. We use Euler’s equations
to model the plume dynamics and the Saha equation
determine the ionization fraction [16]:

≠

≠t
snd  2

≠

≠x
snyd 1 Sndsx 2 xsd , (1)

m
≠

≠t
snyd  2

≠

≠x
sP 1 mny2d , (2)

≠

≠t
sEd  2

≠

≠x
fysE 1 Pdg 1 SEdsx 2 xsd , (3)

h2

1 2 h


2
n

u1

u0

√
2pmekBT

h2

!3y2

e2UiykBT , (4)

where E  mne 1 mny2y2 is the energy density,
e  s1 1 hd skBTymdysg 2 1d 1 hUi is the enthalpy,
© 1995 The American Physical Society
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Ui is the ionization energy,u1 and u0 are the elec-
tronic partition functions,me is the electron mass,h is
Planck’s constant,Sn  nliqyrs is the density source,
SE  nliqyrskBTyysg 2 1d is the energy source,nliq is
the liquid density, andyrs is the recession speed of the
target surface due to ablation. Here we take the sm
Knudsen layer limit, usey  0 at the surface, and let
Sn and SE be constant. Becausecs ¿ yrs, the effect
of surface recession on the plume expansion can
neglected [21], i.e.,xs  0.

Intuitive physical explanation.—For the system with-
out any ablated material att  0, we expect that att . 0
the surface pressure rises due to the dynamic source
the gas expansion decreases the rise rate. Then, the
ance between them causes the surface pressure to s
rate. Since the plume momentum is determined by t
pressure gradient, the sustained pressure may yield hig
average velocities at early times. Moreover, the acco
panying source of energy inflow also makes the unstea
expansion nonadiabatic, especially near the surface. D
ing an unsteady expansion, the kinetic energy of the plu
is redistributed. The increase of entropy due to nonad
baticity further changes the plume profiles and may th
result in an even higher maximum expansion velocity, e
pecially in the direction perpendicular to the surface. Th
will be studied analytically.

The effect of dynamic partial ionization further increase
the maximum expansion velocity, but in all directions
When the material expands into a background gas, a sh
wave is generated at the expansion front. As a result,
temperature at the front increases. With dynamic part
ionization some of the heat is transferred to ionization e
ergy such that the increase of the temperature at the fr
becomes smaller to balance the plume enthalpy. That
less energy goes to thermal (or random) motion. Simu
taneous conservation of energy and momentum causes
flow velocity to become larger, which represents direct
motion. This effect is reduced for lower vapor temper
ture. It has no effect when the material is fully ionized
We will quantify the effect with numerical modeling.

A self-similar theory for the dynamic source effect.—
For simplicity and comparison with the free expansio
results, our analysis considers the gas expanding int
vacuum to be neutral, which is a good approximatio
for Ty ø Ui . With an energy source, the system i
not adiabatic near the surface. Nevertheless, exc
for early times and a transition regionsdxd near the
surface, we expect self-similar expansion as in a fr
expansion. The self-similar variable isj ; xyymt,
where ym is the maximum expansion velocity, and th
velocity profile is y  ymfa 1 s1 2 adjg, where a

is determined by the flow propertiess1 $ a $ 0d and
is expected to be different from that of adiabatic fre
expansion, i.e., a  sg 2 1dysg 1 1d. The source
boundary conditions atj  d ; dxyymt ø 1 are given
by the constantsn  nd, T  Td, and y  yd. We
transform the independent variables fromsx, td to j.
all
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From Eqs. (1) and (2) we obtain the density profilen 
nds1 2 jds12adya and the pressure profileP  nd 3

y2
mma2s1 2 adys1 1 ad s1 2 jds111yad. The temperature

profile is thenkBTym  y2
ma2s1 2 adys1 1 ad s1 2 jd2.

Thus, the plume profiles are known, except fo
ym, a, nd, andTd. From mass conservation, we have

ym  nliqyrsynda , (5)

which shows that the mass flux atd equals the mass
source. WhenPd is approximated to be a constant in
time, the conservation of momentum gives

ym  cdya
p

gg , (6)

where g  s1 2 adys1 1 ad and cd  sgkBTdymd1y2.
The energy conservation yields

ym  csya
p

gh , (7)

whereh  f2s1 2 ad 1 s5 1 ad sg 2 1dgy2s1 1 ad 3
s1 1 2ad. So far, we have three equations for fou
unknowns. We need one more equation to uniquely d
termine the solution. This requires the solution of th
nonlinear equations in the transition region near the su
face, where the entropy increases. Instead of introdu
ing this complexity, numerical hydrodynamic modeling is
used. From the slope of the velocity profile found from
this modeling, a value ofa is obtained, which then allow
us to compare other parameters and profiles with the an
lytical solutions. We note that ifa  sg 2 1dysg 1 1d
is used, the analytical theory can recover the previous r
sults [13] of free expansion with a Knudsen layer.

The analytic results show interesting physics. From
the plume profiles, we know that the lower the consta
a, the more nonuniform the flow. Also, Eqs. (5)–
(7) indicate that lowera implies higherym. Figure 1
shows ym, normalized tocs and cd, as a function of
a for a monatomic gasg 

5
3 . The rapid rise of the

maximum expansion velocity ata # 0.1 is due to the
1ya dependence. The valueymycd  4 for a 

1
4

corresponds to the case of adiabatic expansion with
Knudsen layer [13]. Equation (6) gives the local flow
condition atd, i.e., ydycd 

p
s1 1 adygs1 2 ad. The

flow at d is sonic for the case of adiabatic expansion wit
the Knudsen layer. Figure 1 also shows that the flow
j  d is subsonic (supersonic) fora ,

1
4 sa .

1
4 d. The

local temperature in terms ofTy is not sensitive toa.
Numerical hydrodynamic simulation.—The Rusanov

scheme [22] was used to solve Euler’s equations, Eqs. (1
(3); the nonlinear calculation ofT and h was done with
the Newton-Raphson method [23]. The logarithm o
Eq. (4) was used for numerical stability. The system
size was 1000 spatial cells,Dx. The initial adaptive
grid size was1025 cm, which is required for numerical
convergence. New vapor was added into the first cell ne
the surface perturbatively; this limited the time step size
nliqyrsTyDt ø n1T1Dx, with subscript 1 the first cell.

Typical physical parameters were as follows. Th
system was initialized with a uniform background ga
4707
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FIG. 1. Normalized maximum expansion velocity and loca
flow Mach numbersydycdd at j  d as functions ofa for
g 

5
3 from self-similar theory. In free expansion models

a  0.25.

of densitynbg  1 3 1010 cm23 and temperatureTbg 
293 K, for a pressurePbg , 0.3 mTorr. A constant sup-
ply of vapor was added for 6 ns with a temperatureTy 
7000 K, given by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation fo
a surface pressure at several hundred atmospheres.
target surface recession speed wasyrs  1 3 103 cmys.
These parameters are typical for the ablation of silicon a
laser fluence of a few Jycm2 [24]. Both source and back-
ground gases are chosen to have a mass of 28 amu wi
solid density of5.01 3 1022 cm23, an ionization potential
of 1.3 3 1011 ergs (8.1 eV),u1  6, andu0  15; these
parameters correspond to silicon. The normalized resu
should also be applicable to different materials. We us
g 

5
3 . Thus,cs  1.85 3 105 cmys.

We first study the case without the Saha equati
(no ionization, i.e.,h  0). Figure 2 shows the pro-
files of density and velocity att  5 ns, at which time
the expansion is almost steady state. From the mod
ing, we found that the expansion developed self-similar
after 0.1 ns. The front position is atx  0.0069 cm
at t  5 ns. From the ratio of the front position and
the time, we estimateym  1.38 3 106 cmys or 7.46cs,
which is 2.5 times that predicted from the free expansi
model (i.e., 3cs  5.55 3 105 cmys). From the slope
of the velocity profile, we knowa  1y14  0.07143,
which givesyd  9.85 3 104 cmys. Thus,dx  6.4 3

1025 cm. The simulation also shows thatnd  4.7 3

1020 cm23 andTd  3693 K. From Eq. (7), the analyti-
cal maximum expansion velocity is7.42cs. From Eqs. (5)
and (6),nd  5.07 3 1020 cm23 andTd  2836 K. The
analytical profiles, from the self-similar theory, show
in the figure aren  ndf1 2 xys0.0069 cmdg13 andy 
ymy14 1 s13y14d fxys5 nsdg. Although the profiles at the
shock front are flattened due to the small but finite bac
ground pressure (not included in the analytical theory
the overall profiles and scalings are in good agreeme
4708
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FIG. 2. The plume density and velocity profiles att  5 ns
from the analytical self-similar theory, numerical hydrodynamic
modeling, and conventional free expansion model. Here, w
have a  1y14 and ym  7.42cs for the analytics, andn0 
nliqyrsycs  2.69 3 1020 cm23 for the free expansion case.

with the analytical theory. The average velocity at 5 n
is 1.8 3 105 cmys, which is about 60% higher than that
of the free expansion model. After the rarefaction wav
of the free expansion reaches the back wall, the differen
will be significantly reduced (and disappear att ! ` if
the system remains one dimensional). However, the ma
imum expansion velocity and the self-similar profile have
been reached much earlier. In Fig. 2, for the free expa
sion case,n0  nliqyrsycs is chosen to make the total
number of atoms involved (and energy) equal to that o
the dynamic source case. We note that the pressure in
reservoir is 258 atm, which is smaller than that from th
dynamic source case as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 shows how the dynamic source causes th
surface pressure to rise quickly and approach a saturati
level of 4.7 3 108 dynycm2, or 460 atm, consistent with
measured values [18]. Then the surface pressure dro
exponentially after the source is terminated att  6 ns.
Maximum velocity att  10 ns is1.2 3 106 cmys.

When we use the Saha equation (the more physic
case), we find that the surface pressure remains unchang
and the maximum velocity is about 40% higher as als
shown in Fig. 3. It reaches1.7 3 106 cmys or 9.2cs at
t  10 ns. As discussed earlier, this is an effect due t
dynamic partial ionization as a result of increased energ
channeled into directed motion. This effect is reduce
when the vapor temperature is lower; it gives only abou
a 6% increase whenTy  3500 K, for example.

When the background pressure is lower, the simulatio
results show thata is lower, the maximum velocity is
higher (which is linear in the logPbg scale), and the
effect of dynamic partial ionization is greater. We also
checked the effect of different surface recession speed
Both surface pressure and density are linearly proportion
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FIG. 3. The histories of the surface pressure and the ma
mum velocity with and without the Saha equation for ioniza
tion. The surface pressure is calculated from a three-point
erage at the surface. The maximum expansion velocity fro
the free expansion model is5.55 3 105 cmys.

to yrs; thus, the maximum velocity and the profile
are insensitive to it. For low background density, th
maximum velocity can be 10 times higher than the sour
sound speed; that is, the kinetic energy of the front c
be 1 order of magnitude higher than that predicted
conventional models. This is consistent with a rece
experimental result [10] that the velocity of the expansio
front is 1 order of magnitude higher than that of th
neutral Si density peak, which can be predicted wi
typical vaporization temperature. We also note that, wh
the velocity of the main body of the plume is at the righ
kinetic energy range for film deposition, the extreme
higher kinetic energy of the front may cause film damag

We have treated the laser-ablated material as a dyna
source, which is closer to experimental conditions than
the constant source used in free expansion models. I
demonstrated that the dynamic source and partial ioni
tion effects can dramatically increase the front expansi
velocity, which becomes significantly higher than thos
predicted from conventional free expansion models, wh
the average momentum in the direction perpendicular
the solid surface is moderately increaseds#60%d at early
times. Since the expansion is accelerated mainly in t
perpendicular direction, it should become more nonsy
metric and forward peaked. Two-dimensional modelin
would be required to study the resultant plume profi
and dynamics away from the target surface. The pr
files and scalings from numerical hydrodynamic modelin
are in good agreement with our self-similar theory. Th
results may provide an explanation for experimental o
servations of high expansion front velocities even at lo
laser fluence without involving more exotic mechanism
Although this study is applied to laser ablation, it shou
be of interest in many other scientific disciplines in whic
ultrarapid gas dynamics are of fundamental importance
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